Welcome.
Thank you for joining us at Girl Scouts Louisiana East for our second Camp In Camp Out! We are
so excited that you are all here to join us and spend some time in the virtual outdoors.
We hope that from this event your passion for the outdoors will bloom. We also want to bring you
the fun and tradition of camp to your own home!
We know at Girl Scouts that outdoor experiences are fundamental to the Girl Scout Leadership
Experience. Camping is a great way to help girls develop skills, confidence and competence in the
outdoors, while also encouraging them to be environmental stewards through programs like Leave
No Trace. When girls experience the Outdoors, they learn so many things and become better
leaders who have an environmentally conscious attitude and sense.
While we are having our virtual Camp In Camp Out, please remember to practice appropriate
social distancing measures and ensure safe virtual meeting places. Please keep in mind wherever
you are camping that there may be other restrictions in place such as Stay at Home orders and
Burn Bans. Please check with your local authorities to ensure proper compliance with any local
orders.
We encourage you to share your virtual camp experience on social media with the hashtag
#GSLEcampin or tag us @gslecouncil. Whether you pitch a tent in the yard, craft s’mores in the
microwave, construct a dreamy blanket fort or sing a song with your troop over video chat, your
at-home camping creations will inspire other girls across the world to try it out themselves! To
learn more about Girl Scouts, visit gsle.org.
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How to Camp In Camp Out with GSLE
Council-Led Activities
GSLE will post camp activities, videos and photos on Facebook throughout the evening of
May 2nd. These posts will remain accessible after the event, so you can visit the page later on to
find them.
Facebook Live is a live video format that allows you to watch and comment in real time. There
will be several Facebook Live videos over the course of the evening, and they will also remain
accessible on GSLE’s Facebook page after the event ends.
Be sure to follow GSLE on Facebook so you don’t miss any posts!

For Troops/Families to Virtually Meet
If you wish to connect with your troop, friends or family during the Camp In Camp Out, we
encourage adults to choose the best platform that works for their group. Some video meeting
platforms are: Zoom, Skype, GoToMeeting, WebEx and Google Hangouts. Best practices for
video calls include:
● Do a practice call before the event to sort out any tech issues.
● Use settings to require a password to enter the meeting, and share the password only
with those you wish to attend.
● Change screen sharing to “Host Only.”
● Use settings to make the group leader be the first person allowed to join the call (disable
“Join Before Host” so people cannot join before you arrive).
● Enable “Co-Host” so you can assign a moderator.
● Disable “File Transfer” to prevent cyber virus sharing.
● Disable “Allow Removed Participants to Rejoin” so booted attendees can’t slip back in.
● For help with specific platforms, refer to that platform’s Frequently Asked Questions.
See GSLE’s COVID-19 webpage to read more about Virtual Troop and Service Unit Meeting
Tools.

Social Media
If you wish to share any part of your Camp In Camp Out on social media, you can use the
hashtag #GSLEcampin to inspire others to build their outdoor skills, too.
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Schedule of Events
Time

Activity

5:30 PM Welcome to Camp

Resources
Live on Facebook

5:50 PM Dinner and Choose your own badge activity to work on Pages #
with your troop, or by yourself!
7:00 PM Learn the 7 Principles of Leave No Trace

Live on Facebook

7:30 PM Dessert and Choose your own badge activity to work
on with your troop or by yourself!

Pages #

8:30 PM Storytime and Closing

Live on Facebook

Camp In Camp Out #2
Daisy Badge Focus:
Buddy Camper
1. Help plan a camping trip
2. Help pack for your trip
3. Go camping
Follow the Instructions below and you can earn your Buddy Camper Badge!
Let’s use our imagination and resources wisely. Go camping in your backyard! Pitch a tent (if you have
one) or build a fort, eat outside, figure out what food you will eat, sing a camp song, and spend an
afternoon outside in your yard, if possible. Share your at home camping trip with us @GSLECampin
SUPPLIES: Markers, colored pencils etc. • Kaper Chart • Tent or blankets and pillows to build a fort
• Food for your trip • Campfire or flashlight for story telling
Girl Scouts leave places better then they found it. Leave no trace of any garbage and clean up after
yourselves. Fill out your kaper chart and complete your kapers (chores). Sing songs, cook and/or prepare
food, tell stories around a flashlight or campfire, and most of all have fun!
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Eco Learner –
1. Be prepared to protect nature before you go outdoors
Tune in to our Live stream at 7 p.m. to learn the 7 principles of
Leave No Trace and why they are important!

2. Keep living things safe when you walk in nature
MAKE A NATURE CIRCLE.
ACTIVITY DETAILS
Time needed: 15-30 minutes
Materials needed: Three feet (or more) of string
Activity: In your backyard, on a trail, or sidewalk, lay a circle of string at least three feet long
next to the walk or path. Look in the circle and count how many things you find living there, like
plants or bugs. Which things are there many of? Which are there few of? Did anything surprise
you? If you make a nature circle in another location, what do you think will be different or the
same?
Watch this video to see what things to look for! https://youtu.be/xNfQTASi8Nc

3. Learn how to protect nature from trash
Tune in to our Live stream at 7 p.m. to learn the 7 principles of Leave No Trace and why they are
important!

Brownie Badge Focus:
Cabin Camper –
1. Help plan your camping trip
Research Camp sites in your area that you would like to visit, or take a look
at some of the camp sites Girl Scouts Louisiana East has to offer, and
see where you would like to stay!

2. Learn about camping gear
Watch the video below from LL Bean to learn about basic camping gear that you will need for
your camping trip! https://youtu.be/xHLEgPQ4Xh8

3. Prepare a camp meal
Prepare your favorite camp meal at home! Check out our recipe section for some ideas!

4. Learn a new camping skill
Learn how to tie some of the knots in the packet. If you want to take it a step further, visit this
Girl Scout blog to learn how to tie more complex knots.

5. Go camping!
Either with your troop, or on your own in your backyard, use everything you have learned to go
camping! Plan your trip, pack your gear and enjoy a night outdoors!
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Eco Friend –
1. Think of ways to help the outdoors
Look for our post and comment your ideas of ways to help the outdoors!

2. Observe outdoor spaces
FIND HOUSES IN NATURE
ACTIVITY DETAILS
Time Needed: 15-30 minutes
Materials Needed:
Access to an outdoor space
Magnifying glass
Activity: If you look closely at objects in nature, you can see how different living things create
homes for themselves. Find some outdoor objects (like rocks and branches) and gently turn
them over. Then use a magnifying glass to see if anything lives underneath. Remember that
plants are living things, too! When you’ve finished looking, carefully turn the objects back over.
Talk about what you saw with your friends or family. Did anything surprise you?
Help improve an outdoor space. Do you know an outdoor space that could use a little love?
Come up with some ideas for ways to leave an outdoor area better, then talk to an adult about
how you could put your plan into action.
Watch this video to learn more!

3. Build a safe campfire
See page # to build your own edible campfire to and learn how to do it safely!

4. Take care of wildlife
Sign this conservation pledge.
OR create your own and have others sign with you!

5. Practice being kind
Come up with three ways you can be kind to others when you’re outdoors. You might try using
your “indoor voice” when you’re outside to keep from disturbing others, or you could invite a
new friend to join a hike or outdoor game. Visit an outdoor area and practice all three ideas.
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Junior Badge Focus:
Camper –
1. Start planning your adventure  
•

Where are you going camping?

•

When are you going camping?

•

What are you going to bring on your camping trip?

•

What are you going to eat on your camping trip?

•

What new adventure are you going to tackle on your camping trip?

2. Gain a new camping skill  
Check out our “Knots to Know” section and learn at least three new knots!

3. Find your inner camp chef
Cook an entree and a dessert out of our camp recipes section or choose your own favorites!

4. Try a new activity
Once you know the “When and Where” of your camping trip, find something to do that
you’ve never done before! Is there a lake where you are camping? Maybe you can try fishing?
Geocaching is also a great activity that can be done almost anywhere! Check out this website
to see if there are any caches in your camping area! https://www.geocaching.com/play

5. Head out on your trip—and have some nighttime fun!   
Put your plan into action and enjoy your adventure!

Eco Camper –
1. Learn the Leave No Trace Seven Principles
Tune in to our Live stream at 7 p.m. to learn the 7 principles of
Leave No Trace and why they are important!

2. Plan meals with the environment in mind
Plan Meals with a Pizza Box Solar Cooker
Make a solar box cooker and cook something simple. To use this, make sure you have enough
sunlight. Do not try this when the sky is cloudy or when the sun is low in the sky. Follow the
directions below for making a Pizza Box Solar Cooker.

See Activity Details next page
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ACTIVITY DETAILS
Time Needed: 1 hour
Materials Needed:
Pizza box
Ruler
Utility knife
Aluminum foil
Plastic wrap
Tape or glue
Black construction paper
Black marker
Scissors
Food to cook
Make a solar box cooker and cook something simple. To use this, make sure you have enough
sunlight. Do not try this when the sky is cloudy or when the sun is low in the sky. Follow the
directions for making a Pizza Box Solar Cooker on page 5 of the Junior Badge booklet. Don’t try to
cook meat, fish, or poultry—those are dangerous to eat when undercooked, so leave that to more
experienced solar chefs. You could make a grilled cheese sandwich. Or try nachos—put tortilla
chips covered with shredded cheese and your favorite veggies in a pie tin. See how long it takes
for the cheese to melt and chips to become crisp and gooey! Try making a s’more with a graham
cracker, marshmallow, and chocolate. Or roast apple slices topped with cinnamon sugar.
Watch this video to learn more! https://youtu.be/Pks6JBMKhL4
1. Prepare a minimal impact camp site
1. Take a picture of your minimal impact camp site, tell us what you’ve done and use the
hashtag #GSLECampin to share it with us!
2. Have fun with Leave No Trace
1. After our live Leave no Trace lesson, play our Kahoot game to practice your Leave no Trace
skills!
3. Take a conservation hike
1. Join us for Girl Scouts Love State Park day to participate in a conservation hike on
September 12th or go sooner! Or go virtual and take a virtual conservation hike! You can
find some from Google Earth through the National Parks here.
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How to Build a Fort
Blanket forts are easy to build, and they provide countless hours of fun for the whole family. You can
make your fort with everyday household items like blankets, sheets, and chairs.
1. Make 2 rows of chairs with the backs facing each
other. Chairs are a great option because their backs
provide a high fort ceiling. Position the chairs in front
of a sofa, bed, or chairs. Space your chairs a few feet
apart depending on the size of your blanket.

2. Place blankets and pillows on the floor of the
fort to make it comfortable. Fold a comforter in
half, and lay it down or layer a few blankets to
add cushioning to the bottom of the fort. Then,
place several cushions or pillows around the
edges of the fort.
3. Drape a sheet or blanket over the furniture pieces.
Drape a large sheet or blanket over the top of the fort
so that it goes over the edges of the furniture. Pull the
blanket or sheet tight so that it is not drooping down
in the center of the fort’s ceiling.

4. Secure the blankets with heavy objects
or clothespins. You can use books, large
pillows, or clothes pins to secure the edges
of a sheet or blanket.

Tips for Making the Space Comfortable and Fun
• Add lights to the fort. You can use holiday lights or
flashlights!
• Create tunnels with boxes and additional blankets. If you
have an empty box laying around, use it to connect your fort
to a second fort, or simply make a tunnel going into the fort
• Place a fan at the end of the opening to keep the space
cool. Remember not to hang any blankets behind the fan or
they may get stuck in it and break it.
• Bring games, books, and other types of entertainment into
the fort.
• Stock your fort with snacks and drinks
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Camp Recipes
We’ve included some of our favorite camp recipes for you to make at home with your family. After
dinner, join us for dessert! We’ll be on Facebook Live making community s’mores and banana boats
along with you.

Tajar Foil Dinner
Ingredients
● 1 1/2 pounds chicken, beef, or other protein
● 8 small red potatoes
● 8 oz carrots
● 1 red bell pepper, diced
● 1 onion, diced
● 1 green bell pepper, diced
● 4 cloves garlic, minced
● 1/2 cup olive oil
● Salt and pepper, to taste
● Tony Chachere’s (or similar) seasoning, to taste
Directions
1. When you can’t have a campfire or grill, set your oven to 375 degrees and bake in the foil packet
for 20-25 minutes.
2. Cut 4 medium sheets of aluminum foil.
3. In a large bowl mix together olive oil, seasonings, and protein of choice. Add vegetables, toss to
combine. Divide evenly among sheets of foil. Wrap foil to close.
4. Place packs on fire or grill. Cook for 15 minutes, occasionally rotating packs until meat is cooked
fully through and vegetables are tender.
5. Remove packs from the grill, let cool, and carefully fold back foil.
6. Enjoy!

Timber Lake Tacos
Ingredients
● Ground meat or protein of choice
● 1 packet of taco seasoning
● Single serving bag of your favorite chips
● Any taco toppings of your choice
Directions:
1. When you don’t have a campfire, turn on your stovetop to a medium/medium high heat
2. Place your ground meat or protein of choice in pan and cook through until browned
3. Add a little water and your packet of taco seasoning
4. Once fully cooked, open your bag of single serve chips and put the taco meat into the bag.
5. Add any of your favorite taco toppings.
6. Enjoy!
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Grilled Pizza Bread
Ingredients
● 1 large french bread loaf, halved
● 1 (15 oz) jar of pizza sauce
● 3 cup shredded mozzarella
● 1/3 cup pepperoni
● 1/4 cup black olives
● 1/2 red onion, cut into thin half moons
● 1 green bell pepper, chopped
● Pinch of crushed red pepper flakes
Directions
1. Scoop out the middles from both bread halves to create shallow boats.
2. Spread pizza sauce onto each half and cover with mozzarella.
3. Top with pepperoni, black olives, red onion, green bell pepper, and red pepper flakes.
4. Wrap bread loosely with aluminum foil and place over fire (or hot grill).
5. Cook until the cheese is melty and the crust is toasted, 10 to 15 minutes.
6. Let cool, slice, and enjoy!

Campfire French Toast
Ingredients
● 1 loaf sliced bread
● butter, for foil
● 5 large eggs
● 1 cup whole milk
● 1 tbsp granulated sugar
● 1 tsp pure vanilla extract
● 1 pinch salt
Directions
1. Grease a large piece of foil with butter. Place bread slices on foil.
2. In a mixing bowl, whisk together eggs, milk, sugar, vanilla, and salt.
3. Carefully pour egg mixture over bread. Make sure to get between each slice.
4. Cover with additional foil. Place over fire and cook until the egg mixture is cooked through and bread
lightly toasted.
5. Let cool before serving.
6. Enjoy!
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Bunkhouse Breakfast in a Bag
Ingredients
● 2 eggs
● 1 cup shredded cheese
● 2 ham slices, chopped
● 1 tbsp chopped onion
● 1 tbsp chopped green bell pepper
● 2 mushrooms, sliced
● Resealable freezer bag
Directions
1. Bring a large pot of water to a boil. While it comes to a boil, prepare the bags.
2. Crack eggs into resealable freezer bag. Release most of the air from the bag and seal.
3. Shake or squeeze the bag to beat the eggs.
4. Open the bag to add cheese, ham, onion, bell pepper, and mushrooms. Release as much air as you
can and seal the bag again.
5. Place up to 8 bags at a time into the boiling water. Cook for approximately 12 minutes or until eggs in
the bag are firm and hold shape.
6. Take bags out of water and let cool. You can transfer the eggs to a plate or you can eat it straight from
the bag.
7. Enjoy!

Dump Cake
Ingredients
● One large can of pie filling (choose your favorite flavor!)
● 1 box white or yellow cake mix (18oz)
● 1 1/2 sticks (12 tbsp) butter
Directions
1. If using an oven, preheat to 350° F.
2. Dump pie filling into a 9 x 13 inch baking pan.
3. Sprinkle cake mix over the fruit.
4. Slice butter and distribute evenly over the cake mix
5. Bake until the top of the cake is brown and bubbly. Time varies depending on cooking method and
texture preference.
6. Serve warm and enjoy!
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Banana Boats
Ingredients
● 1 banana (whole, peel on)
● Toppings of your choice. See below for Girl Scout Cookie inspired recipes!
Directions
1. Take a banana with the peel still on and slice down the middle longways. When cutting, make sure not
to cut through the back half of the peel. Pull the banana slightly apart.
2. Place toppings into the center of the banana.
3. Wrap the banana with aluminum foil. Place on a campfire or grill until fillings are melted and the
banana is warm.
4. Unwrap the banana and let cool.
5. Enjoy!
Girl Scout Cookie Flavored Banana Boats:
Caramel deLites
Banana + Chocolate Chips + Caramel Sauce + Toasted Coconut
Peanut Butter Patties
Banana + Chocolate Chips + Peanut Butter Chips + Graham Crackers
Girl Scout S’mores
Banana + Chocolate Chips + Marshmallows + Graham Crackers

Community S’Mores
Ingredients:
● 2 tubes crescent roll dough
● Chocolate of your choice
● Marshmallows
● Any other toppings you would like to add!
● You will also need a baking pan (9 x 11 inch works best)
Directions:
1. Lay one tube of crescent roll dough at the bottom of a pan.
2. Layer chocolate and marshmallows on top of the dough. Other toppings should be added now as well.
3. Lay the second tube of dough on top.
4. Follow baking recommendations provided with crescent roll dough instructions.
5. Serve warm and enjoy!
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Table Questions
Use these questions to spark interesting dinner discussions with fellow campers.
1. If you could have any superpower what would it be and why?
2. If you were stranded on a deserted island and you could only have three things with you,
what would they be and why?
3. What is your favorite smell? What memory does it remind you of?
4. If you could be one character from a book for a day, who would it be and why?
5. What does a perfect day look like to you?
6. Tell me about something that made you happy today.
7. Would you rather wear your pants backward or your shoes on the wrong feet?
8. Would you rather have pine needles for eyelashes or holiday lights for fingernails?
9. Would you rather cry ketchup or sweat mayonnaise?
10. Would you rather be a giant rodent or a tiny elephant?
11. Would you rather go without television or junk food for the rest of your life?
12. If you had to pick only one – would you want to be a great singer or a great dancer?
13. If you could be an animal what would you be?
14. If we could only have one holiday, which one would you pick?
15. If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go?
16. If you could make any animal talk, what would it be?
17. If you had to live with a cartoon character, who would you pick?
18. If you could go camping anywhere in the world, where would you go?
19. How do you like your marshmallow- toasted brown or burnt black?
20. If you could invent a Girl Scout cookie what would it be? What would you name it?
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How to Make S’mores Inside and Out
How do you make a S’more?
•
•
•
•

The most basic answer is you break a graham cracker in half and lay the two halves on a plate.
Top with a square of chocolate (If using a Hershey’s bar this would be 2 rectangles).
Then have a marshmallow, heated up that you add to the chocolate and top with the graham cracker.
Press down slightly and enjoy while warm and melted.

How do you make S’mores in the oven?

• Preheat your oven to broil.
• On a sheet pan add your graham cracker halves (leave an inch of space or so around the graham
crackers as the marshmallows will expand).
• Top with the square of chocolate.
• Top the graham crackers with a marshmallow, either jet puffed size, jumbo or the new stacking
marshmallows.
• Place on a rack 5-6 inches below the top of the oven.
• Leave the door open 3-4 inches so you can peek in.
• Watch for 20-30 seconds for them to char and expand.
• Remove from the oven and cover with additional graham crackers and serve.

How do you make S’mores in the microwave?
•
•
•
•
•

Just a note, in a microwave you won’t have any of the delicious parts that have been charred.
On a plate add the graham cracker half, cover with a square of chocolate.
Top the graham crackers with a marshmallow.
Microwave for 15 seconds.
Top with graham cracker half and enjoy immediately.

How do you make S’mores on the stove?

• On a plate add the graham cracker half, cover with a square of chocolate.
• Top the graham crackers with a marshmallow.
• Using a skewer, turn you gas stove onto high heat and hold the marshmallows over the flame.
• Let the marshmallow “catch” fire for a couple of seconds before blowing it out and turn off your
stove.
• Using the second graham cracker square, put the marshmallow over the chocolate, press the
graham cracker over it while taking the skewer out.

How do you make S’mores on the grill?

• On a plate add the graham cracker half, cover with a square of chocolate.
• Top the graham crackers with a marshmallow.
• Using a skewer, turn you grill onto high heat and hold the marshmallows over the surface but not
touching it.
• Let the marshmallow “catch” fire for a couple of seconds before blowing it out.
• Using the second graham cracker square, put the marshmallow over the chocolate, press the
graham cracker over it while taking the skewer out.
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Gourmet S’mores Ideas
Make classic s’mores, or be inventive! Choose any of the ingredients below to make your custom
gourmet s’mores! Just make sure you have at least one of each, a “filling” and a “sandwich material.”

COOKIE BUTTER S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with cookie butter.
ROASTED BERRIES S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 waffle cookies or graham crackers lined with chocolate and a
spoonful of roasted berries.
SALTED CARAMEL S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with caramel sauce and a sprinkle of
flaky sea salt.
SAMOA COOKIE S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with caramel sauce and toasted coconut.
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE NUTELLA S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 chocolate chip cookies lined with nutella.
ELVIS S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with peanut butter, banana, and candied
bacon.
CHOCOLATE COVERED PRETZEL S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with chocolate covered pretzels.
RICE KRISPIES TREAT S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 thin rice krispie treats lined with chocolate.
OREO COOKIE S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between an oreo cookie lined with chocolate.
REESE’S PEANUT BUTTER CUP S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with a peanut butter cup.
SNICKERS S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with bite-sized pieces of Snickers.
MILKY WAY S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with bite-sized pieces of Milky Way.
KIT KAT S’MORES
Place roasted marshmallow between 2 graham crackers lined with bite-sized pieces of Kit Kat.
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Edible Fire

6. Tinder Potato Sticks
or Asian Noodles
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Elephant Toothpaste Experiment

Materials Needed:
Empty 20-ounce plastic bottle (or other container)
3% hydrogen peroxide solution (available at nearly any store)
Packet of active yeast (from the grocery store)
Liquid dishwashing detergent (such as Dawn™)
Warm water
Food coloring (optional, but it looks nice)
Directions
Pour 1/2 cup hydrogen peroxide solution, 1/4 cup dishwashing soap, and a few drops of food coloring
into the bottle. Swish the bottle around to mix the ingredients. Set the bottle in a sink or outdoors or
some other place where you won’t mind getting wet foam everywhere.
In a separate container, mix a packet of active yeast with a little warm water. Give the yeast about five
minutes to activate before proceeding to the next step.
When you are ready to do the demo, pour the yeast mixture into the bottle. The reaction occurs
immediately upon the addition of the yeast.
How It Works
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a reactive molecule that readily decomposes into water (H2O) and
oxygen:
2H2O2 → 2H2O + O2(g)
In this demonstration, yeast catalyzes the decomposition so it proceeds much more rapidly than
normal. Yeast needs warm water to reproduce, so the reaction won’t work as well if you use cold
water (no reaction) or very hot water (which kills the yeast).
The dishwashing detergent captures the oxygen that is released, making foam. Food coloring can color
the film of the bubbles so you get colored foam.
In addition to being a nice example of a decomposition reaction and a catalyzed reaction, the elephant
toothpaste demo is exothermic, so heat is produced. However, the reaction just makes the solution
warmer, not hot enough to cause burns.
https://www.thoughtco.com/kid-friendly-elephant-toothpaste-demo-604164
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Nature Scavenger Hunt
Discover the nature that exists in your own backyard! See how many of these items you can find
near your home! How many other things did you find that weren’t on the list?
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Friendship Bracelets
Learn how to tie a special knot, and make a beautiful bracelet you can wear!
Materials needed
Embroidery floss of any color (This can be found in the craft section of most grocery stores.)
Directions
1. Choose any number of colors that you want. For my bracelet, I chose three strings. The more
strings you use= the wider your bracelet! If this is your first time, I recommend doing no more than
4-5 strings. You’ll want your strings to be about 2 feet long.
2. Knot your strings at the top and splay them out so that all three strings are laid out in front of
you. For the sake of this tutorial, I’m numbering my strings from left to right.
3. Take string # 3 and move it out of the way, we are only using string #1 and #2 to start.
4. Take string #1 and bend it on top of string #2, creating a “4” shape with the two strings.
5. Wrap the tail of string # 1 around its neighbor (string #2) by going under it and pulling the tail of
string #1 out through the space between the two strings.
6. Pull it tight so the knot sits at the top of the bracelet, string #1 is now sitting between strings 2
and 3.
7. Repeat steps 4-7 with string #1 now wrapping around string #3.
8. Now string #1 should be sitting at the farthest right spot and string #2 in the farthest left.
9. Repeat your steps again, this time with string #2 making the knots.
10. Continue this pattern, knotting your strings from left to right and watch as a bracelet forms!
Once you have reached your desired length, knot the end and your bracelet is done!
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Hunt for Friendship Rocks
A friendship rock is a small rock with a
naturally made hole that goes straight
through it. You should be able to see through
the rock, and most times you will be able to
get string through the hole so that you can
add it to a necklace or bracelet! Friendship
rocks are made by nature and can be found
anywhere! Once you find a friendship rock,
you can give it to a friend, family member,
or someone else that has helped you as a
special thank you or reminder of how much
you appreciate your friendship!

Make Your Own Kindness Rocks
A kindness rock is a rock that is painted with
a nice message or image. They are meant to
be left somewhere for others to find them and
spread kindness wherever they go! They are
fun and easy to make and hide. Make some
kindness rocks of your own and spread them
around your house, yard, neighborhood, or other
places for others to find them!
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At Home Rube Goldberg Machine

A Rube Goldberg Machine is a machine that is specifically designed to perform a very simple task in
a very complicated way. Use your imagination and creativity to find the longest way to do a simple
task and have fun doing it!
Directions:
1. Identify your task. Work with your family/friends to choose a simple task for your machine to
achieve. If you’ve never constructed a Rube Goldberg machine before, choose a simple task. If you’re
up for a challenge, you can choose a more difficult task.
a. Here are some examples of tasks: turn a light off or on, crush a beverage can, drop a bottle
in a recycling bin, water a plant, pop a balloon, fill a glass with water, shut a door, squeeze
toothpaste onto a toothbrush, or turn off an alarm clock!
2. Sketch your machine before building it. It can help you choose the right materials and assemble a
mechanism that works.
3. Gather the supplies you need to make the machine. Challenge everyone to find at least three
recyclable materials. Keep in mind that you may change your mind and add or leave out materials
during the building process.
a. Here are some examples of materials: aluminum foil, plastic containers, cardboard, water
bottles, toilet paper or paper towel tubes for chutes, cereal or cake mix boxes to use like 		
dominoes, beverage cans, soup cans, or batteries to roll, string, magnets, toy cars, etc.
4. Assemble the different parts of your machine, helping everyone test each part before moving to
the next.
Remember: There is no right or wrong way to build a Rube Goldberg machine. Everyone’s machine
will look different and will do different things. The point is to be as creative and imaginative as you
can! Just have fun!
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Leaf Rubbings
Leaf rubbings are a simple and fun way to
bring nature into your art!
Materials Needed
Paper
Pencils, crayons, or markers
Directions
1. Head outside and pick out any beautiful
leaf you find.
2. Lay the leaf on the paper where you want
your picture to show up.
3. Flip over both the leaf and paper so that
the paper is on top of the leaf.
4. Rub your crayon or pencil on the paper and
watch as the leaf appears on your paper!

Knots to Know
Visit the Girl Scout website to see a video on each of the knots below, or tune in when we tie these knots
together on Facebook Live!
Like any new skill, all of these knots will take practice. Your fingers may get tangled and your girl may
feel tied up, but once you get the hang of it, your girl will have a whole new world of adventures at her
fingertips. Crafting, first aid, climbing, sailing—try naming a Girl Scout activity that doesn’t require some
knot tying. Like the knots, keep it tight!

Basic Knot Vocabulary
Jam: When a knot becomes permanent, or so tight to the point of being unable to untie it.
Loop: A full circle formed by passing a rope over itself.
Running End: The “moving” portion of the rope that is used to thread the knot itself.
Standing End: The “still” portion of the rope that remains fixed in place throughout the knot tying
process.
Stopper Knot: A type of knot used to make a portion of the rope thicker and prevent it from unraveling.
Round Turn: A full encirclement of the rope.
Half Hitch: A knot that runs around the standing end and through the loop formed.
Hitch: Attaches a rope to another object (relies on the object to hold its own shape.)
Bight: A “u” shaped loop; the slack part of the rope.
Bend: A type of knot used to join two ropes together.
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Telescope Craft
Materials listed are optional, feel free to add or take away any materials you do or don’t want on your
craft. Add your own colors or designs!
Materials:
● A cardboard tube (paper towel roll or toilet paper roll will work!
● Plastic wrap (press and seal)
● Scissors
● Craft glue
● Pencil or pen
● Rule
● Paper cup
● Construction paper (brown, orange, blue)
● Craft Knife **adult assistance may be required**

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Foam sheet (orange)
Sharpie
Markers
Crayons
Stickers
Stick on jewels
Star sequins
Paint
Silver glitter

Steps:
1. Gather your supplies.
2. Place your cardboard tube on the bottom of your paper cup and trace around the tube using a pen
3. Remove the tube. Draw a line dividing the circle in half, draw another line to create quarters and (2)
more lines to split the circle into (8) sections like a pizza!
4. Have an adult use a craft knife to cut the lines inside the circle to create (8) flaps.
5. Push the flaps inward. Check to make sure that the cardboard tube will now fit into the hole that was
created. The tube should fit snug, but still be able to move and turn. Remove the tube and set aside for
later.
6. Trace the top of your cup onto a piece of plastic wrap with a sharpie, leave room to wrap and glue later.
Set aside.
7. Trace the top of your cup onto an orange foam sheet using your pencil. Turn the cup over and center
the cup inside the circle you just traced. Trace the bottom of the cup. Cut out the large outer circle.
8. You will need to cut out the inside of the foam circle without cutting the outer edge of the circle.
Gently fold your foam circle and use your scissors to cut the middle.
9. Run the craft glue around one side of your foam circle and glue one sheet of the plastic wrap to the
foam circle.
10. Turn the foam circle over and sprinkle some plastic star sequins into the middle. Line the outside
edge with glue and adhere the second plastic wrap circle on top. Set this piece aside.
11. Paint your cup however you would like!
12. Wrap construction paper around your cardboard tube and glue. Leave about 3 inches at the end of
the tube uncovered so you can insert your cup. You can wrap different colors of paper on top of each
other to create a design.
13. Put craft glue along the top edge of the cup and glue the foam circle on to the top of the cup.
14. Decorate your cup. Apply glue around the top rim of the cup and sprinkle silver glitter to accent. Add
stick on jewels around the cup for added decoration. Insert your cardboard tube into the hole. Once dry,
you’ll be ready to explore your surroundings with your telescope craft!
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Campfire Songs
Make New Friends
Make new friends, and keep the old.
One is silver and the other’s gold.
A circle is round, it has no end.
That’s how long I want to be your friend.

One day that weenie man,
he lost his weenie stand.
All of his hotdogs ran away-ay-ay-ay,
One day, Ill bring them back
put em in a paper sack
Hot dog I love that weenie man
HOT DOG!

Girl Scout Smile
I’ve got something in my pocket, it belongs across
my face.
I keep it very close to me, in a most convenient
place.
I bet you couldn’t guess it,
if you guessed a long, long while.
So I’ll take it out and put it on, it’s a great big Girl
Scout Smile!
She Wears a G
She wears a G for generosity.
She wears an I for interest, too.
She wears an R for real life sportsmanship.
She wears an L for loyalty, for loyalty!
She wears an S for her sincerity.
She wear a C for courtesy.
She wears an O-U-T for outdoor life, outdoor life.
And that Girl Scout is Me!
Weenie Man
I know a weenie man
He owns a weenie stand
He sells most everything
From hotdogs on down
(boom boom boom)
One day I’ll be his wife
His little weenie-wife
HOT DOG! I love that weenie man
HOT DOG!

A-weenie, weenie, weenie
And a bun, bun, bun
And mus-tard too!
A-weenie, weenie, weenie
And a bun, bun, bun
And mus-tard too! HUH!
Tennessee Wee Walk
I’m a bow-legged chicken, I’m a knock-kneed hen,
Never been so happy since I don’t know when
And I walk with a wiggle and a giggle, and a
squawk
Doing the Tennesse Wee Walk.
Put your knees together and your toes apart,
Bend your back and your ready to start
Now you flap your elbows just for luck and you
wiggle and you wobble like a baby duck.
Come dance with me honey put your toes up high,
We’ll be together side by side
And I walk with a wiggle and a giggle and a
squawk,
Doin the Tennessee Wee Walk.

Taps
Day is done, gone the sun,
From the lake, from the hills,
From the sky;
All is well,
Safely rest, God is nigh.
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